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DEMI DRESSAGE - DO YOU WANT TO BUILD A SNOWMAN?  

FEBRUARY HALF TERM TESTS 

 

These ‘brighten up boring February’ fun tests feature circles and movements which rely on accuracy. ‘Props’ for 
each test are required (see arena layout diagram below – this layout is for all tests) – you will need two cones or 

upturned buckets, a pole/scarf/lead rope, and a large carrot! 

Every test also features two ‘Around the World’ movements* for which we strongly recommend that the pony 
is held whilst the rider is performing these. If you do not have a helper to hold the pony there is an alternative 

dismount/re-mount option instead! 

These are fun tests which despite their frivolous theme are good tests of accuracy! We hope your children will 
enjoy riding them! 

 

 

  

Large carrot at K! On a block, 
fence post or held by a helper, 
ready for the rider to collect 

Mounting block, if required (see 
*Notes) 

Arena layout diagram for all tests: 

Pole, scarf or lead rope in the 
shape of a snowman’s mouth 
over the centre line, on the A 
side of X – please check your 
pony is happy to walk/trot over 
this before riding the test! 

Two cones to mark the eyes – 
approx. 3m to 4m either side of 
the centre line 
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The GREEN ‘Snowman’ test (Green level test – walk only. May be ridden on or off the lead rein) 

1. Enter in walk at A and proceed down the centre line, between the two buckets marking the snowman’s eyes 
and over the pole/scarf/rope marking his mouth! 

2. After X halt, and rider perform an ‘Around the World’* (have someone ready to hold the pony if not being 
led, rider can have help!) Proceed in walk for 3-5 steps and… 

3. Halt. Rider perform another Around the World* in the opposite direction (these are the Snowman’s ‘buttons’!) 
4. Proceed in walk and at C track right. C-M-B walk. 
5. At B turn right. B-X walk. 
6. At X ride a circle to the left, approx. 10m to 15m diameter, around the snowman’s ‘face’. 
7. On return to X continue straight to E and track left. E-K walk. 
8. At K halt, and collect your carrot (which can be handed by a helper, or positioned on a fence or block for 

rider to collect themselves) Proceed in walk to A. 
9. At A turn down the centre line and proceed in walk. 
10. Halt in the middle of the snowman’s face (before X) and drop your carrot for his nose as you salute! 

Collectives:  Rider’s Position (security and correctness) 

  Rider’s Effectiveness (showing independent use of aids)    

Pony’s Rhythm and Paces 

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 

 

The YELLOW ‘Snowman’ test (Yellow level test – walk/simple trot. May be ridden on or off the lead rein) 

1. Enter in walk at A and proceed down the centre line, between the two buckets marking the snowman’s eyes 
and over the pole/scarf/rope marking his mouth! 

2. After X halt, and rider perform an ‘Around the World’* (have someone ready to hold the pony if not being 
led, rider can have help!) Proceed in walk for 3-5 steps and… 

3. Halt. Rider perform another Around the World* in the opposite direction (these are the Snowman’s ‘buttons’!) 
Proceed in walk and at C track right.  

4. Before M, transition to trot. M-B-F-A trot. 
5. Between A and K transition to walk. K-E walk. 
6. At E turn right. E-X walk. 
7. At X ride a circle to the right, approx. 10m to 15m diameter, around the snowman’s ‘face’. 
8. On return to X continue straight to B and track left. B-C walk. 
9. Before H, transition to trot. H-E-K-A trot. 
10. Between A and F transition to walk. F-B walk. 
11. At B turn left. At E track left. E-K walk. 
12. At K halt, and collect your carrot (which can be handed by a helper, or positioned on a fence or block for 

rider to collect themselves) Proceed in walk to A. 
13. At A turn down the centre line and proceed in walk. 
14. Halt in the middle of the snowman’s face (before X) and drop your carrot for his nose as you salute! 

Collectives:  Rider’s Position and Effectiveness (security of seat, correct and effective use of aids) 

  Rider’s Use of the Arena and Accuracy (use of corners, correctly executed movements) 

  Pony’s Rhythm and Paces 

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 

 

*Around The World: If no one is available to hold the pony, the rider may instead choose to dismount instead of the first 
Around the World, and re-mount instead of the second Around the World. A block/step may be left just to the side of the 
centre line (see arena layout diagram) ready for the re-mount if needed!  
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The YELLOW-PLUS ‘Snowman’ test (Yellow-Plus level test – extended walk/trot) 

1. Enter in trot at A and proceed down the centre line, between the two buckets marking the snowman’s 
eyes and over the pole/scarf/rope marking his mouth! 

2. After X halt (can be progressive), and rider perform an ‘Around the World’* (have someone ready to 
hold the pony, or dismount / mount instead*) Proceed in walk for 3-5 steps and… 

3. Halt. Rider perform another Around the World* in the opposite direction (these are the Snowman’s 
‘buttons’!) Proceed in walk and at C track right. C-M walk. 

4. Between M and B, transition to trot. Trot large around the arena B-F-A-K-E-H-C. 
5. Between C and M transition to walk. M-B walk.  
6. At B turn right. B-X walk. 
7. At X ride a circle to the left, approx. 10m to 15m diameter, around the snowman’s ‘face’. 
8. On returning to X continue straight to E and track left. E-K walk. 
9. Between K and A, transition to trot. Trot large around the arena A-F-B-M-C-H-E. 
10. At E transition to walk. E-K walk. 
11. At K halt, and collect your carrot. Proceed in walk to A. 
12. At A turn down the centre line and proceed in walk. 
13. Halt in the middle of the snowman’s face (before X) and drop your carrot for his nose as your salute! 

Collectives:  Rider’s Position and Effectiveness (security of seat, correct and effective use of aids) 

  Rider’s Use of the Arena and Accuracy (use of corners, correctly executed movements) 

  Pony’s Rhythm and Paces 

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 

 

*Around The World: If no one is available to hold the pony, the rider may instead choose to dismount instead of the first 
Around the World, and re-mount instead of the second Around the World. A block/step may be left just to the side of the 
centre line (see arena layout diagram) ready for the re-mount if needed! 
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The BLUE ‘Snowman’ test (Blue level test – walk/trot/simple canter) 

1. Enter in trot at A and proceed down the centre line, between the two buckets marking the snowman’s 
eyes and over the pole/scarf/rope marking his mouth! 

2. After X halt (can be progressive), and rider perform an ‘Around the World’* (have someone ready to 
hold the pony, or dismount / mount instead*) Proceed in walk for 3-5 steps and… 

3. Halt. Rider perform another Around the World* in the opposite direction (these are the Snowman’s 
‘buttons’!) Proceed in walk and at C track right.  

4. Before M, transition to trot. M-B-F-A trot. 
5. Between A and K transition to canter right. K-E-H canter. 
6. Between H and C transition to trot. C-M-B trot. 
7. At B turn right. B-X trot. 
8. At X ride a circle to the left, approx. 15m diameter, around the snowman’s ‘face’. 
9. On return to X continue straight to E and track left. E-K-A trot. 
10. Between A and F, transition to canter left. F-B-M canter. 
11. Between M and C transition to trot. C-H-E trot. 
12. At E transition to walk. E-K walk. 
13. At K halt, and collect your carrot. Proceed in walk to A. 
14. At A turn down the centre line and proceed in walk. 
15. Halt in the middle of the snowman’s face (before X) and drop your carrot for his nose as you salute! 

Collectives:  Rider’s Position and Effectiveness (security of seat, correct and effective use of aids) 

  Rider’s Use of the Arena and Accuracy (use of corners, correctly executed movements) 

  Pony’s Rhythm and Paces  

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 

 

*Around The World: If no one is available to hold the pony, the rider may instead choose to dismount instead of the first 
Around the World, and re-mount instead of the second Around the World. A block/step may be left just to the side of the 
centre line (see arena layout diagram) ready for the re-mount if needed! 
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The RED ‘Snowman’ test (Red level test – walk/trot/canter) 

1. Enter in trot at A and proceed down the centre line, between the two buckets marking the snowman’s 
eyes and over the pole/scarf/rope marking his mouth! 

2. After X halt (can be progressive), and rider perform an ‘Around the World’* (have someone ready to 
hold the pony, or dismount / re-mount instead*) Proceed in walk for 3-5 steps and… 

3. Halt. Rider perform another Around the World* in the opposite direction (these are the Snowman’s 
‘buttons’!) Proceed in walk and at C track right.  

4. Before M, transition to trot. M-B-F trot. 
5. Between F and A transition to canter right. Canter large A-K-E-H-C-M-B-F 
6. Between F and A transition to trot. A-K-E trot. 
7. At E turn right. E-X trot. 
8. At X ride a circle to the right, approx. 15m diameter, around the snowman’s ‘face’. 
9. On returning to X, continue straight to B and track left. B-M-C trot. 
10. Between C and H, transition to canter left. Canter large H-E-K-A-F-B-M. 
11. Between M and C transition to trot. C-H-E trot. 
12. At E transition to walk. E-K walk. 
13. At K halt, and collect your carrot. Proceed in walk to A. 
14. At A turn down the centre line and proceed in walk. 
15. Halt in the middle of the snowman’s face (before X) and drop your carrot for his nose as you salute! 

Collectives:  Pony’s Rhythm and Paces  

  Pony’s Relaxation and Suppleness  

Pony’s Willingness and Harmony with Rider 

Rider’s Position and Seat (balance, straightness and correctness) 

Rider’s Results (correct and effective use of the aids, accuracy of movements) 

 

 

 

 

NOTES – ALL LEVELS: 

*Around The World: - If no one is available to hold the pony, the rider may instead choose to dismount instead 
of the first Around the World, and re-mount instead of the second Around the World. A block/step may be 
left just to the side of the centre line (see arena layout diagram) ready for the re-mount if needed! 

 

SCORING – Each movement is marked out of a maximum of 10. Whilst at the lower levels help for the rider 
during the ‘non-dressage’ movements is very welcome (e.g. for their Around the World, or collecting their 
carrot) at the higher levels the less assistance provided, the higher the marks! 

 

Don’t forget to pick up your carrot for your pony on your way out after you have filmed your test! 


